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                                              Interview with Dmitri Mironenko 
 
                                                                 04.00.20. 
 
I was born in 1927. My parents were Jews and I had a Jewish name before the war. But in 
1941 I changed my name and I got a Ukrainian name.  
My father worked in the timber industry and my mom was a housewife. We had a 
domestic servant and our family was not poor.  
 
                                                                  04.06.50. 
 
Immediately after the war began, our town Cherkassy changed. Everybody from the town 
felt that although we had no Germans in Cherkassy, there was a war in our country. Very 
soon the Red Army retreated and people from Cherkassy began to evacuate. Our family 
tried to evacuate too. On July 6 our family was taken on the boat and we went through 
the river toward Kremenghug where our grandmother lived. There we lived for one 
month. Then we went to Poltava and there were a lot of Germans around us. Nobody 
believed that the Germans would enter Kremenghug but it happened. There was our uncle 
in Poltava and he was ready to evacuate from the town. Unfortunately we could not do it 
with him. Soon my father was taken to the war and my mother, with me and with my 
small sister, stayed to live in Poltava.  
 
                                                                   04.13.00. 
 
September 17, 1941, in the morning the Germans entered Poltava. People from Poltava 
did not believe that the Germans could hurt the Jews. But very soon everybody saw the 
truth.  
 
                                                                   04.16.00. 
 
A few people from Poltava went to Cherkassy and I went with them. When we only 
reached Cherkassy we were taken by the police and they robbed us. We reached 
Cherkassy at the end of September. We saw Cherkassy was destroyed and many 
buildings burned. I went to my own apartment but I discovered that there lived other 
family and a new family did not want to move from our apartment. I could not do 
anything and so I went to live with my grandmother.  
 
                                                                     04.24.50. 
 
My grandmother was a 73 year-old woman and every day police took her from her house 
for different jobs. One day she was taken to job together with other Jews and she did not 
return to home. In a few days I knew that my grandmother and many other Jews were 
killed.  
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                                                                      04.29.05. 
 
One day, people from Cherkassy heard about the killing of Jews from Kiev. That day the 
Germans killed many Jews and people from Cherkassy who did not believe the Germans 
could be so cruel changed their mind. Soon Jews from Cherkassy got an order to gather 
together in special place and we understood that we would be killed if we went. I hid 
from the Germans for few days.  
 
                   
                                                                        04.32.33. 
 
I did not know what to do because I was alone and so I decided to go to a children’s 
home. I lived there a little while and I went to school. I did not tell anybody from 
children’s home I was a Jew and although a few children and one teacher recognized me 
they did not say anything about me to the police.  
 
                                                                        05.01.50. 
 
All the time while I lived in Cherkassy with my grandmother and then in the children’s 
house I thought about my mom and my sister. When I decided to go to Cherkassy from 
Poltava, I wanted to go with my mom but she refused. She told me she could not go a 
long distance and besides she had her small daughter who was only 7 years old and my 
mom was not sure about her ability to make a big trip too. My mom hoped that very soon 
she would reach Cherkassy by train, she believed that soon railway stations would begin 
to work. After the conversation with my mom I left Poltava and went to Cherkassy.  
 
                                                                        05.03.20. 
 
I continued to live in Cherkassy. One day I met few of my friends and they called me. 
But I did not approach them because I felt something was dangerous around them. My 
friends were next to the police building and I guessed that if I would have approach them 
I would have been taken to the police momentarily. So I left that place very quickly.  
 
                                                         05.05.13. 
 
One day two Jewish boys from the children’s home were taken by the police and then the 
police killed them. I was not taken that day but soon one person told the police that I was 
a Jew and I only had a chance to survive by escaping from the children’s house and the 
town. 
 
                                                        05.10.50. 
 
I reached village Belozer’e. One family gave me shelter and I spent a night with them. In 
the morning I left the village and went to Smela. There I discovered that the Jews from 
Smela were not killed by the Germans yet. I went to German administration and asked 
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about some place to live. There was a home for invalids in Smela and I got permission to 
live there. I lived in Smela about 2 months.  
 
                                    
                                                       05.15.00. 
 
In February 1942 I left town because I understood I could not stay a long time in the 
home for invalids because one day the Germans could kill people from the home for 
invalids. So I left Smela but before I moved I asked for a document about my life in the 
home for invalids and I got it. I went village to village toward the front. People from the 
villages were kind to me and they gave me food and shelter. I reached village 
Georvievsk, then village Taborischi. I saw a lot of people there from Kharkiv, Donbas, 
and from other places. They looked for some food.  
 
                                                     05.31.43. 
 
One day I went to the village Golenschina. I met one man on the road and he told me that 
the front was in Kharkiv those days and I decided to go to Kharkiv. I went to Kharkiv 
through the villages Kobylyaki and New Sanghary. When I was in New Sanghary one 
boy stole my document from the home for invalids and it was bad news for me because 
that document identified me as an Ukrainian, not a Jew and it was the only document I 
had. I returned to Kobylyaki and next to the village I worked as a herdsman for 6 months.  
 
                                                     05.33.00. 
 
One day I left the village because the people who hired me refused me work. They said 
they did not need my help in winter. There was a front under Stalingrad those days. I 
reached Kremenchug by train and then I reached the village Alexandrivka of 
Kirovogradski district. There were about 30 Jews in Alexandrivka. They survived 
because they were tailors for the Germans and the police and so were allowed to live. All 
other Jews from Alexandrivka were killed by the Germans in autumn 1941.  
 
                                                      05.31.51. 
 
I went to administration of Alexandrivka and asked about place to live. The chief of 
justice whose name was Zakrevski gave me permission for a job and I began to work 
with people who made salted food.  
                                                       
 
                                                   06.06.10. 
 
March 8 I listened that all Jews of Alexandrivka were taken to the police. Then I saw a 
few big trucks with Jews what were taken and then killed by the police.  
 
                                                  06.10.36. 
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One day in spring I played with my friends outside and we were taken by the police to the 
commandant’s office. There we all were beaten.  
 
                                                 06.14.20. 
 
In summer I left Alexandrivka because I had no food and it was very difficult to find food 
in the town. I began to live in one village next to Alexandrivka and I worked there. There 
were many war prisoners in the village.  
 
                                                06.31.15. 
 
When the police understood that the Red Army would soon entered the village, they 
began to escape.  
 
                                                 06.33.00. 
 
My father was killed by the Germans during the war. I also felt that my mom and my 
sister died too. But a few years after the war I visited Cherkassy and I found my 
neighbours who recognized me and told me that my mom and my sister were alive. Very 
soon I found them.  
 
                                                06.37.50. 
 
I married and I have a daughter. My ex-wife and my daughter live in America now.  
All my life I worked as a driver. Now I am retired.  
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